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A warm and unforgettable portrait of a family letting go of the known world to encounter an

unfamiliar one filled with rich possibilities and new understandings. Bruce Kirkby had fallen into

a pattern of looking mindlessly at his phone for hours, flipping between emails and social

media, ignoring his children and wife and everything alive in his world, when a thought struck

him. This wasn't living; this wasn't him. This moment of clarity started a chain reaction which

ended with a grand plan: he was going to take his wife and two young sons, jump on a freighter

and head for the Himalaya. In Blue Sky Kingdom, we follow Bruce and his family's remarkable

three months journey, where they would end up living amongst the Lamas of Zanskar Valley, a

forgotten appendage of the ancient Tibetan empire, and one of the last places on earth where

Himalayan Buddhism is still practiced freely in its original setting.Richly evocative, Blue Sky

Kingdom explores the themes of modern distraction and the loss of ancient wisdom coupled

with Bruce coming to terms with his elder son's diagnosis on the Autism Spectrum. Despite the

natural wonders all around them at times, Bruce's experience will strike a chord with any parent

—from rushing to catch a train with the whole family to the wonderment and beauty that comes

with experience the world anew with your children. 

"Kirkby deftly and emotionally describes the stakes. Raw and moving, it is the family’s interior

journey, and Bodi’s especially, that displays the curative powers of adventure.” (The New York

Times Book Review)“An uplifting travelogue. Poignant and gently provocative.” (Publishers

Weekly (starred))I was blown away by the audaciousness of this epic family voyage,

desperately wishing I was there with them. Kirkby’s writing offers a vivid exploration of culture,

geography and relationships, but also, more urgently, of how we choose to live- and whether

that’s possible to change. (Alex Hutchinson Author of Endure: Mind, Body and the Curiously

Elastic Limits of Human Performance)Bruce Kirkby’s chronicle of living in a remote Buddhist

monastery with his family is by turns hilarious and enchanting. What a beautiful ode to

impermanence, to the families we choose and the families we find and to the complicated

wonders of a different, and fast-disappearing way of life. (Kate Harris Author of Lands of Lost

Borders: Out of Bounds on the Silk Road)Family adventure doesn’t begin to describe what

transpires in these pages. Kirkby and his remarkable family have built a bridge between the

Rockies and the Himalaya, and in so doing spanned the gap between autism and Buddhism. In

addition to being a manifestation of deepest love and devotion, this book is a time-bending

journey through a landscape and culture that filled me with envy and sorrow by turns, while

showing me things I have never seen described in a lifetime of reading. We are lucky to have

someone as brave, generous, and open as Bruce Kirkby abroad in the world. (John Vaillant

The Tiger: A True Story of Vengeance and Survival)In an era when countless demands make it

increasingly easy to ignore people and engage instead with devices, Blue Sky Kingdom

provides a much-needed call back to the physical world. (Darcy Gaechter Author of Ebook

Tops Woman)A rollicking journey, full of insights on cultivating a nourishing, fully present life

amidst so much noise and distraction. (BRAD STULBERG Co-author of Peak Performance and

The Passion Paradox)By any standards, it’s a big adventure to travel the slow way across the

world to a remote corner of the Himalaya and live there for months in a spartan Buddhist

monastery—but taking young children along ramps it up to another level. Written with zest and

clarity, Bruce’s account is compelling, moving, funny and above all honest, sharing hardships



and frustrations along with the joys and ultimate rewards. (Maria Coffey, author of Where the

Mountain Casts its Shadow )Insightful and adventurous, Blue Sky Kingdom offers a road map

on how to learn from the world ... There is wisdom in this book. Open it and let your

imagination soar. (Conrad Anker Acclaimed American Aplinist)"Bruce Kirkby has lived the

dream of the modern globe-trotting adventurer: crossing Arabian sand seas, sea-kayaking

Iceland and Borneo, traversing Northern Mongolia on horseback. In Blue Sky

Kingdom, Kirkby's wife and two young sons join him for a different kind of journey—to an

isolated Buddhist monastery, yes, but also to the elusive and fragile heart of wisdom that we all

hope to glimpse in this lifetime. What a heartfelt, lovely and kind book this is." (Daniel Duane,

author of Caught Inside )In Blue Sky Kingdom, Bruce Kirkby not only takes us far across the

world and deep inside a rarely seen culture, but also allows us an intimate view of his family, all

while writing with tender honesty, penetrating insight and a delightful lack of bra-vado. Kirkby

gently reminds us to breathe, embrace the unfamiliar and celebrate even the smallest of

moments. (Jill Fredston Author of Rowing to Latitude and Snowstruck)"As it explores an ancient

—and dying—Tib etan Buddhist culture, this delightful book also tells a timely, heartwarming

story of a family’s search for peace away from the din of modern culture. Soul-refreshing

reading for armchair travelers and spiritual questers alike." (Kirkus Review)About the

AuthorBruce Kirkby is a Canadian writer, photographer and adventurer whose journeys span

80 countries and include traversing Iceland by foot, Mongolia by horseback, Arabia by camel

and the Blue Nile Gorge by raft. Along the way he’s been shot at in Borneo, taken hostage in

Ethiopia, and imprisoned by Myanmar’s army. His writing has appeared in publications

including The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, and Outside Magazine. He is listed among

'the nation’s top modern day explorers' by Canadian Geographic.
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PRAISE FOR BLUE SKY KINGDOM“In Blue Sky Kingdom, Bruce Kirkby not only takes us far

across the world and deep inside a rarely seen culture, but also allows us an intimate view of

his family, all while writing with tender honesty, penetrating insight and a delightful lack of

bravado. Kirkby gently reminds us to breathe, embrace the unfamiliar and celebrate even the

smallest of moments.”—Jill Fredston, author of Rowing to Latitude and Snowstruck“Bruce

Kirkby has lived the dream of the modern globe-trotting adventurer: crossing Arabian sand

seas, sea-kayaking Iceland and Borneo, traversing Northern Mongolia on horseback. In Blue

Sky Kingdom, Kirkby’s wife and two young sons join him for a different kind of journey—to an

isolated Buddhist monastery, yes, but also to the elusive and fragile heart of wisdom that we all

hope to glimpse in this lifetime. What a heartfelt, lovely and kind book this is.”—Daniel Duane,

author of Caught Inside“Insightful and adventurous, Blue Sky Kingdom offers a road map on

how to learn from the world… There is wisdom in this book. Open it and let your imagination

soar.”—Conrad Anker, acclaimed American alpinist“In an era when countless demands make it

increasingly easy to ignore people and engage instead with devices, Blue Sky Kingdom

provides a much-needed call back to the physical world.”—Darcy Gaechter, author of Ebook

Tops Woman“A rollicking journey, full of insights on cultivating a nourishing, fully present life

amidst so much noise and distraction.”—Brad Stulberg, coauthor of Peak Performance and

The Passion Paradox“By any standards, it’s a big adventure to travel the slow way across the

world to a remote corner of the Himalaya and live there for months in a spartan Buddhist

monastery—but taking young children along ramps it up to another level. Written with zest and

clarity, Bruce’s account is compelling, moving, funny and above all honest, sharing hardships

and frustrations along with the joys and ultimate rewards.”—Maria Coffey, author of Where The

Mountain Casts Its ShadowFor the novice monks of Karsha Gompa,Lama Wangyal,and above

all,for Pitter, Big B and Tiny T.PROLOGUEAttention is the rarest and purest form of

generosity…—Simone Weil, Letter to Joë Bousquet, April 13, 1942Himachal PradeshNorthern

IndiaLumbering trains carried our family westward across the Indian Plains. The terrific heat of

summer had descended, and our days dissolved into a mirage of dust, tightly pressed bodies,

greasy curry and children’s storybooks.“Way too smelly,” our young boys would groan as the

tang of perspiration and urine rose in unison with the thermometer.So we surrendered our

seats, choosing instead to stand before open carriage doors, braced together against the wind,

watching the country race past: teeming streets, brick factories, rice paddies, water buffalo,

egrets on the wing. And late each afternoon, just as the sun’s final embers drifted from the sky,

I spotted dark clouds gathering on the horizon—looming a little closer each day, as if pursuing

us.But it wasn’t until we reached the foothills that the fever broke.We were crammed into a

dilapidated bus, bouncing up steep mountain roads scarred by rockfall, when a wave of cool air

crashed over us. Moments later, heavy drops began hammering on the roof. With faces

pressed against foggy windows, our boys watched as the surrounding hillsides were obscured

behind silver monsoon curtains. In terraced fields, farmers scampered beneath umbrellas of

oak and chestnut, and along roadside ditches, groves of head-high marijuana bowed to the

deluge.Inside the former British hill station of Manali, tarps were hastily yanked over market

stalls. Horns beeped, dogs barked and foreigners in fluorescent jackets darted down

cobblestone alleys, between trekking agencies, German-style bakeries and cybercafés.

Overhead, thickets of hand-painted signs, satellite television dishes and tangled power lines

obscured the hemorrhaging skies, so profuse they reminded me of rainforest foliage. Long

before this deep valley became lionized as a stoners’ paradise, it was known among Hindus



simply as Kulantapith—or “the end of the habitable world.”It certainly wasn’t that

anymore.Exhausted and fighting the flu, the four of us took refuge in a stone cottage tucked

amid the crooked temples and stooped shanties of Old Town, where orchards of apple and

plum gave way to mountainsides of cedar and mist. Packed together into one small bed, we

read aloud The Berenstain Bears and Too Much TV while sipping ginger tea. Then Richard

Scarry’s Busy, Busy World. Then Bill Peet’s Wump World. Outside an open window, the

downpour intensified.Long after our boys had drifted off to sleep, my wife and I worked beneath

a bare lightbulb. Slowly and steadily we sorted a tangle of gear and supplies into two piles. The

bigger mound—things we once thought we needed but actually didn’t—would be abandoned.

The smaller pile held just the essentials: everything required to survive three months amongst

the world’s highest peaks.The next day, a minivan would carry us north, over soaring passes,

toward an unmarked trailhead. From there, we would set out by foot, crossing the spine of the

Great Himalaya Range and plunging into that swirl of summits and contested borders where

China, Pakistan and India collide. Our destination was Karsha Gompa, a thousand-year-old

Buddhist monastery barnacled to cliffs above the union of two great rivers—our home until

winter.In an adjacent room, door slightly ajar, both boys slept soundly with a fan blowing on

them, cheeks flushed and sheets cast aside. Chestnut-haired Bodi was seven. Angular and

lanky like a caribou, he was a thoughtful boy and exceptionally bright—hesitant around

strangers and a stickler for routine. Three-year-old Taj was Bodi’s foil—blond, carefree and

giggly. His easy manner had drawn others to him from the earliest days.As I gazed at our

sleeping boys—mouths open, dried drool on their cheeks, so perfect, so trusting, so fragile—a

fleeting shadow passed inside me. Tomorrow would mark the point of no return. What dangers

lay ahead? Was this journey really in their best interests? Or was it fuelled by my own

ambitions? I glanced at Christine, but said nothing. I knew she worried too, in her own

ways.Wearing a sweat-dampened tank top, blonde hair tousled, my wife was trying to coerce

toothbrushes, baby wipes and hotel shampoo bottles into an uncooperative stuff sack. Sensing

my pause, she pointed to the jumble of filmmaking equipment at my feet.“I really don’t think

you need that stuff. We are already overloaded. And making a film is just going to be another

distraction.”“Yeah, yeah, I know, but…”I wasn’t about to ditch the film project now. I’d already

invested thousands in new equipment—Steadicam, slider rails, wireless microphones—and

after training myself to use it, I’d shipped it all to Manali at great effort, with plans to make a

documentary about our time at the monastery. Stubbornly, I tried to cram a bulky tripod into an

overstuffed duffel, without success.“Seriously, you should just ship it back home,” Christine

said. Then she added with a sigh, “I’m sick and tired of cameras.”“This will be different,” I

promised. “It’s only me.”But even as I said it, I knew I’d already asked too much of her.A crew

from the Travel Channel had been following our family since the day we’d left home in Canada

twelve weeks earlier, filming us from dusk till dawn.I Most were kids in their twenties with

tattoos and nose rings, wearing flat-brimmed ball caps and skateboarding shoes. Selfishly, I

had agreed to the television project at the last minute, viewing it as a way to advance my

freelance writing and photography career—as well as an opportunity to pay bills during our six-

month absence. An introvert by nature, Christine had been lukewarm about the idea from the

start. Her greatest concern remained how it might affect our boys.But the end was nigh. The

next day most of the entourage would jet back to Los Angeles, leaving just a skeleton crew to

accompany us on foot across the Himalaya. Those stragglers would leave us in peace upon

reaching the monastery.“It’s your choice,” Christine eventually shrugged. “But I think you should

scrap the film stuff and concentrate on our boys.”Half a year earlier and half a world away, in

the stillness of a December dawn, I sat between Bodi and Taj at our kitchen table in Kimberley,



British Columbia. A scattering of cereal boxes and an empty milk jug lay before us. In the wood

stove nearby, a fire crackled to life, and as the house warmed, timbers popped and groaned.

Upstairs, Christine remained in bed, exhausted and puffy-eyed—an over-stretched mother

clinging to a rare moment of reprieve. Outside, snowflakes the size of butterfly wings spiralled

down in darkness.Absently spooning granola to my mouth, I scrolled through Facebook, my

phone casting an eerie blue light over the boys. Of course everything that floated across the

screen was trivial, mindless crap. But I kept on digging, driven by the same urge that draws the

beachcomber to the ocean, or the gold panner to the river; the eternal hope that somewhere

amongst all that crap might lie a treasure.“DAD!” Bodi screamed, interrupting my trance. “Did

you hear a single word I just said?”“Bo-Bee!” Tiny Taj shouted, stabbing a rubber spoon

overhead and spilling Cheerios across fuzzy pyjamas, celebrating fathomless love for an older

brother who increasingly ignored him.Pushing the phone aside, I tucked a strand of hair behind

Bodi’s ear and kissed his silken cheek. “Tell me again,” I whispered.Painstakingly, Bodi

enumerated the distance to every planet in our solar system. The numbers were almost

certainly accurate, as Bodi has a mind for such details, but as I listened, I grew aware of a

deeper truth—I hadn’t heard a word he’d previously said, despite the fact that he was sitting

right beside me and despite the fact that he stood among the most precious things in my

life.With unsettling frequency, I seemed to be drifting through life with my consciousness

untethered. I lost track of conversations. It was not uncommon to drive somewhere, only to find

myself unable to recall anything of the journey. In the supermarket, I wandered the aisles,

unsure what I had come for. I had even lost the ability to read several consecutive pages of a

book without Googling something. My brain felt constantly ravenous, its capacity for

concentration and contemplation gone. The result was a state of never quite feeling caught up,

of permanently fractured awareness.The situation had worsened following the purchase of an

iPhone. Now instead of reaching for my wife at dawn, I reached for the bedside table. Ungodly

stretches were passed in the privacy of the bathroom, scrolling through Twitter in private, while

large portions of my work days vanished into email and Internet wanderings. At the playground,

I flicked through Instagram in the company of other preoccupied parents while my boys

dangled hopelessly in swings.On top of that, since the birth of our children, both Christine and I

had grown increasingly socially isolated. Between sleepless nights, runny noses, emails,

business trips, mortgage payments and all the other tiny, imperceptible assaults of modern life,

it felt like we were slipping underwater. And while our marriage itself wasn’t in threat of

capsizing, it wasn’t all smooth sailing either. We bickered, went to counselling, and then

bickered some more.“How we spend our days is, of course, how we spend our lives,” Annie

Dillard famously noted, and while I worried about our deteriorating situation, modern malaise is

unremarkable. Inescapable, some might suggest. And we had more immediate concerns.Three

years earlier, on a blustery November afternoon, Christine and I had taken Bodi to a child

development center in a neighboring town, where in a cinder-block basement, behind a

soundproof window, we watched our son endure a battery of tests. Later, a hushed team of

specialists gathered to deliver an opaque diagnosis of PDD-NOS, pervasive developmental

disorder, not otherwise specified. It would take years for me to grasp the full implications, but

the synopsis was clear—Bodi experienced the world differently than most.In the intervening

years, Christine and I had tried everything we could, enrolling him in a palette of interventions,

including social skills coaching, behavioral therapy, speech pathology, counseling and

occupational therapy. Like all parents, we wanted to provide our son with every opportunity and

possibility we could, helping him grow into everything he was capable of being. But despite

these relentless efforts, I remained haunted by a vague sense we were somehow losing



ground.But it wasn’t until that quiet winter morning, as Bodi bawled and Taj sprayed Cheerios

across the table, that I saw the years slipping past and our boys growing older. I sensed a

million opportunities lost and I recognized the role my own lack of attention was playing. And I

understood that if there was to be any hope of truly connecting with my eldest son, of

deciphering all the opaque messages he left scattered in his wake and bringing to light all the

beauty concealed within, I needed to be goddamned present.Something had to change.For

years, Christine and I had batted around the idea of taking our family to live in a Himalayan

Buddhist monastery—we envisaged somewhere far from the tentacles of modernity. But it had

always been a sort of fantasy, something that might happen someday.Well, on that midwinter

morning, as butterfly wings fluttered against the dark windows, I sensed that someday had

arrived.Christine—a truly amazing woman—required almost no convincing. She once spent an

entire winter in the basement of a Calgary community hall, studying the complex rituals and

iconography of Tibetan Buddhism, and ever since had harbored a desire to experience the

ancient tradition first-hand. Within days, plans began taking shape.Friends and family

suggested we were overreacting. Dragging two young children halfway around the world, to live

in uncertain (but certainly rudimentary) conditions, because of a vague notion that we all might

be better off for it? Why not something slightly more normal? A cruise? A few weeks at a

Mexican all-inclusive? If it was adventure we sought, what about a month in Costa Rica, where

we could recharge in comfort and safety. Fair enough; I saw their point.But our journey was

never meant to be an escape. Nor for that matter was it a search for enlightenment. Our plans

were simply driven by instinct, by self-preservation. It felt as if we had slipped into the ocean’s

depths, and our only choice was to swim for all we were worth toward a distant, obscure light—

something we hoped was the surface.It was past midnight when Christine finally clicked off the

bulb in our Manali cottage, and we crawled together beneath the thin sheets of a hard bed. I

held her for a time, before humidity and heat drove us apart. In the stillness that followed, wind

rattled panes. A gecko darted across cinder blocks. When sleep came it was fitful and plagued

by the recurring sensation that I was falling. At some point Bodi screamed in the darkness and

Christine leapt up to comfort him.Two duffel bags sat beside the cottage door. Inside we’d

stuffed a few warm clothes, a tent and sleeping bags, headlamps, toiletries, a first aid kit, two

small stuff sacks crammed with Lego, two child carrier backpacks, a bag of school supplies, a

handful of books, one small camera and our journals.Everything else we left behind.I. The

resulting series, Big Crazy Family Adventure, aired on the Travel Channel.1THE

SHALLOWSAs we embrace technology’s gifts, we usually fail to consider what they ask from

us in return—the subtle, hardly noticeable payments we make in exchange for their marvelous

service.—Michael Harris, The End of Absence1UNTETHERINGKimberleyBritish ColumbiaLike

a tiger stalking prey, three-year-old Taj slipped into our bedroom before dawn, stealthily

crossing the squeaky floor without a sound. Then he pounced. Christine’s yelp raised Bodi,

who appeared softly at the door, like a mouse.“Can we do our screen time?” he pleaded,

referring to the pair’s daily thirty-minute allotment.“Puh-leeze?” begged Taj.“You know this is

the last time, right?” Christine demanded. “We are leaving in a few hours. And I don’t want any

arguments when I say it’s time to turn the TV off.”“OK, Mom. Thanks.”Christine clicked on the

television, and the pair settled in our bed—a sea of duvet separating them, because Bodi

couldn’t abide Taj’s fidgeting. As I hurried downstairs to brew coffee, I was aware that neither

had any idea what was coming. How could they?Of course Christine and I had discussed our

approaching journey with them, but comprehension of such distance and time remained

beyond their grasp. Their only foundation in the months ahead would be us.The television crew

soon arrived, paper coffee cups in hand, frustrated they’d missed our rising. They’d landed in



Kimberley three days earlier, alongside the first robins of spring, jetting up from Los Angeles as

snow receded from the local Purcell Mountains. Young and enthusiastic, they’d trampled purple

crocuses behind our home while smoking cigarettes and drinking bottled water. For most,

Canada represented their first trip abroad.There were sixteen in total (a shocking number to

us): three camera operators, two audio technicians, four producers (“Pro-douchers,” an Aussie

camera operator whispered during introductions), two production assistants, a data manager

and four doing who-knows-what. Wes, a young Australian, was in charge. Although he looked

like the front man for a boy band, with gelled hair and dashing looks, I genuinely liked him, for

he radiated enthusiasm.I gathered the crew members in our kitchen and draped silken khata

scarves around their necks, a traditional Himalayan Buddhist gift bestowed upon arrival or

departure. The scarves had been given to me decades earlier, by Sherpa companions on

Everest, with wishes of safety and luck; I passed them on in the same spirit.Then heavy

cameras were hoisted. An audio technician taped wireless microphones inside our shirts while

a drone hovered outside our house like a giant mosquito, flitting from window to window.“Just

pretend we’re not here,” said Wes.Seriously?Bodi and Taj orbited these cool TV cats, intrigued

by their slouchy toques and Chuck Taylor sneakers. Christine and I were too damn busy to pay

much attention and quickly returned to checking lists that stretched across palms and up

forearms, all the supplies for a journey that would begin at the back door of our home in

Kimberley and carry us north of the Arctic Circle, through semi-tropical Asia, and finally, high

into the Himalaya.Our packing strategy was simple. If we crammed everything we needed into

two gigantic duffels, I could carry both—one on my back, and one in my arms—leaving

Christine free to grasp the boys’ hands, and allowing our family to navigate every situation we

expected to encounter: train stations, markets, busy streets, crowded hostels.Two hours later,

after stuffing the boys’ feet into tiny hiking boots, Christine herded them out the back door. The

last thing I did before locking up was turn off my iPhone and toss it in a kitchen drawer. Anyone

sending an email in the coming six months would receive an auto-response: Back in

November. Sorry for the inconvenience.Frost crunched underfoot and a dusting of late-season

snow covered the two canoes strapped atop our rusty pickup. An hour’s drive brought us to the

headwaters of the Columbia River, where I chopped down a pair of saplings, using them as

spars to lash the canoes together and form a stable catamaran. By the time we had our gear

loaded and life jackets on, the early May sun was scorching.“India, six miles!” Taj declared,

thrusting an arm skyward.“Any fish down there?” Bodi asked, peering over the gunwale as I

struggled to spread sunscreen on his cheeks.“Rainbow trout?” Christine guessed.“Oh yeah!”

Bodi leapt to his feet, grabbing for his fishing rod. “Get ready to eat rainbow trout.”We paddled

north, following the sluggish river through wetlands, serenaded by red-winged blackbirds and

the occasional shotgun crack of a beaver tail. The television crew orbited us in motorboats. Like

dogs meeting for the first time in a park, we were still sniffing and testing boundaries.Christine

dug through her pack and handed the boys water bottles, urging both to drink. Ignoring her

request, Bodi picked up his tiny paddle and splashed the water. Taj waved his fishing rod back

and forth, as the lure—hook removed—rattled off hull and hats.After lunch, storm clouds

appeared on the horizon and the motorboats zoomed close. Cameras were raised, and a

producer launched into a breathless OTF interview—“on the fly,” in television

parlance.“Lightning!” she intoned earnestly. “Are the kids in danger?”I found it hard to muster

much concern—it was just a distant smattering of dark clouds—but the producer’s obvious

worry launched Bodi into hysterics. Christine tried to calm him. Taj swung his fishing rod and I

paddled on in silence. All the while, cameras rolled.That evening we camped on a vast sandy

beach, exposed by low water. After recording us cooking a pasta dinner over a driftwood fire,



the crew disappeared, whisked away by motorboat to a distant motel. In the stillness of their

wake, Christine and I pitched our tent while stars whispered from an indigo sky. We were

brushing the boys’ teeth when howls erupted nearby.“Wolves!” Christine whispered. “They’re

blessing our journey.”“Holy cow!” Bodi gasped.“Bodi, they are not cows!” Taj said, clutching

Christine’s leg.The pack passed close by, slipping like spirits through the lowland alder. I have

always taken the fleeting appearance of Canis lupus as a good omen, like finding a heart-

shaped rock or glimpsing the aurora borealis, and I nodded to the passing shadows.After five

days on the Columbia River, we reached the lumber town of Golden, where we stashed the

canoes, hauled our duffel bags to the Trans-Canada rail line, and caught a train for the coast.In

Vancouver, a taxi carried us to the industrial wharf, joining a long line of eighteen-wheel

transport trucks delivering cargo containers. Christine gasped when she caught sight of the

Hanjin Ottawa’s black hull, three football fields long and soaring skyward more than ten storeys.

This vessel would carry five thousand containers—and us—across the Pacific, yet was small

by modern standards.A short man in a tan uniform and orange hard hat waited for us at the

end of a frighteningly long gangplank. Four gold bars adorned his shoulder boards.“Thank god

you are not Swiss,” he barked. “It’s always the Swiss travelling by container ship these days.

But I think Canadians are less picky, no?”Peering at us over his reading glasses, he introduced

himself as Captain Huth, but in the same breath insisted we call him Captain Klugscheisser,

which he explained meant “clever person.”I Stooping to shake our boys’ hands, he added, “I

think we may have two more klugscheissers here, no?” Then with a crisp salute, he waved us

up the gangplank.Just four members of the television crew (two camera operators, one audio

technician, one producer) would accompany us. Wes and the rest would catch a plane across

the Pacific, meeting us in Busan, South Korea, in two weeks.As we climbed aboard, one of the

camera operators whistled to get our attention. Klugscheisser was furious. “The only things that

whistle aboard this ship are the wind and me,” he barked. Whistling is considered bad luck

amongst mariners, thought to change the winds and rumoured to have been the signal that

launched mutiny aboard the Bounty. The camera operator promised not to whistle again

aboard the boat.“This is not a boat,” Klugscheisser roared. “She’s a ship.”An elevator carried us

to the sixth level of the superstructure, and a door marked OWNER’S CABIN. Christine’s face

lit up as it swung open, revealing a carpeted suite complete with sofas, wood panelling and

mood lighting.“I did not expect such luxury,” she admitted. “Somehow I’d always imagined we’d

be sleeping on hard bunks. In a damp bilge. Infested with rats.”The next morning the Hanjin

Ottawa cast off. Bow thrusters nudged the towering hull from the wharf, then the ship’s

immense ten-cylinder engine—capable of powering a small town—settled into a deep,

thunderous rhythm that would remain unchanged until we reached Asia.A few hours later we

plowed past the city of Victoria, and a small speedboat pulled alongside the Hanjin. A rope

ladder was lowered toward it, and a man in naval uniform appeared on the deck beside us.

After tousling our boys’ hair, the harbour pilot hoisted himself over the railing and lowered

himself arm over arm, bouncing against the hull as the ship pitched. Finally, in a James Bond–

esque manoeuvre, he leapt into the waiting speedboat and was whisked away.Land soon

dropped behind us. The air grew colder. Sea, sky, mist and waves melded, and we steamed on

into a kaleidoscope of blue and grey.A decade earlier, Christine and I had moved to Kimberley,

a sleepy one-traffic-light town tucked into British Columbia’s Interior Mountains, where homes

are heated with firewood and freezers are crammed with elk meat. We bought a ramshackle

miner’s house, drove a rusting pickup and had no retirement savings. The pursuit of money

was not central to our lives, and we certainly weren’t rich—at least not by the standard

measure of accountants.After graduating with a degree in engineering physics in 1990, I quit



my database programming job after four months, preferring the infinitely more rewarding task

of guiding whitewater rafts on the nearby Ottawa River, unconcerned by the 95 percent slash in

pay.Glorious, carefree summers in the Arctic followed, where I led canoe and raft expeditions

on Northern rivers. Winters were spent sea kayaking in the Caribbean, skiing in the Alps and

biking through Asia. With time, I began migrating toward larger expeditions: crossing Arabia by

camel; making a raft descent of Ethiopia’s Blue Nile Gorge; and joining a Canadian team on

Everest, where I was responsible for sending satellite updates to sponsors.When I decided to

write a book about these journeys, it seemed a dubious ambition, for I’d failed both English and

typing in high school. But a publisher bought the manuscript, editors helped polish my words,

reviewers offered praise, and to my surprise, people actually read it. A few years later I wrote

another. Soon magazines were sending me on foreign assignments. I started writing a weekly

travel column for The Globe and Mail. I returned to the Arctic to work as a guide every summer,

but otherwise my income was sporadic and uncertain. I rarely knew where the next paycheck

was coming from—and frankly, it didn’t matter. I was happy.I met Christine at a Calgary gym in

1999, where she worked as a personal trainer. Raised in a small Prairie town by a welder and

a rodeo queen, she was a preternaturally talented athlete, something she demonstrated by

jogging me into the ground on early dates. Despite wildly different childhoods—hers included

snowmobile races, muscle cars, Wonder Bread and Spam while mine featured a mother

growing alfalfa sprouts on the windowsills and a nuclear physicist father—it was clear we both

valued experiences over money. From the start, being together was easy.Christine had

travelled widely before we met, backpacking through Australia, Fiji, Europe and Nepal.

Although she had never slept in a tent, she dove into the deep end on our first trip, a twenty-

four-day sea kayaking journey along Canada’s West Coast. Increasingly challenging journeys

followed: a forty-day coast-to-coast trek across Iceland, two months packing horses on the

Mongolian steppe (neither of us had ridden a horse before), traversing the north coast of

Borneo in a folding kayak, exploring the jungle-tufted islets of Myanmar’s Mergui Archipelago

(where we were briefly tossed in jail) and a three-month paddle through the iceberg-strewn

fjords of Greenland’s rugged east coast.Many suggested it was unfair of me to drag Christine

on such journeys. Or hinted I was a lucky man to have found a partner who tolerated my

“vacations.” The veiled insinuation—that Christine would never willingly choose to pursue such

wilderness experiences of her own volition—always felt deeply insulting.For her part, Christine

regarded our journeys with remarkable humility. In contrast to the bravado and posturing

common in today’s world of outdoor athletes, none of our trips seemed like a big deal to

Christine. If I ever caught her describing the events to her friends, it was as casually as one

might talk of camping out in the backyard. To me it was clear she went to the wilderness for the

purest of motives: because she loved being out there.And I loved her all the more for it.The

idea of taking our boys to live in a Himalayan Buddhist monastery had been kicking around for

years—a vague, pie-in-the-sky type of plan, which Christine and I came at from wildly different

perspectives.As a long-time practitioner of meditation and yoga, Christine was an innately

spiritual woman, with interests that spilled into psychics, seers, shamans, auras and the

deleterious effects of Mercury in retrograde—all concepts somewhat disquieting to my

scientific mind. Hermann Hesse’s Siddhartha was her favorite undergraduate book. Crystals

and dreamcatchers adorned her nightstand. Visits to ashrams and silent yogic retreats were

not uncommon. When the weekend newspaper arrived, she flipped first to the horoscopes.On

the other hand, I was a lifelong skeptic with a reflexive resistance to all forms of

otherworldliness, raised upon a steady diet of peer-reviewed, data-driven, journal-published

science. At times I wished I could share Christine’s unquestioning faith in the inexplicable,



feeling somewhat inadequate for not being able to “let myself go,” but the unvarnished truth, if I

dug deep, was that I just didn’t get it. Apart from an abstract feeling of divine wonderment in

the face of nature, I remained a staunch non-believer.So spirituality represented a divide

between Christine and me, and one we occasionally squabbled over. I suggested reincarnation

was not just improbable, but flat out illogical. The earth’s population had increased by over five

billion people in the last century. Where had all those new souls come from?“Oh, Bruce. It’s not

like that. I can’t explain, but it’s just something I know inside to be true.”Such debates were

unwinnable, and with time, we learned to accept our differences.But curiously, I’d always felt

open to Tibetan Buddhism. Over the space of a dozen Himalayan journeys I’d found comfort

and camaraderie in the presence of Nepal’s cheery Sherpas, the famed high-altitude porters

and mountaineers of Tibetan Buddhist ethnicity. When things turned pear-shaped on an

expedition, as they inevitably did, instead of shouting and worrying, the Sherpas laughed and

carried on. Even in the face of terrible trials, their joy seemed irrepressible. Whatever their

secret sauce was, I wanted a taste.On a deeper level, Buddhism’s core tenets—tolerance,

compassion, non-attachment, impermanence—all sounded like common sense to me. I was

unexpectedly drawn to Tibetan Buddhism’s spiritual leader, the wildly popular fourteenth Dalai

Lama, whose jolly persona disarmed me, while his oceanic compassion humbled me. And his

words resonated with simple truth. “There is no need for temples. No need for complicated

philosophy. Our own brain, our own heart is our temple; the philosophy is kindness.”I often

found myself dreaming the aging monk would run for political office, instead of today’s bitterly

partisan leaders, for I’d support his platform of love and practicality in a heartbeat.So Christine

and I—each in our own way—were curious to know more about this ethereal religion. Or

philosophy. Or whatever it was.II Neither of us had ambitions to create little Buddhists of our

boys, but we both felt that immersing them in the uncluttered life of a Himalayan monastery

could do no harm, and possibly a world of good.Still, the idea of dropping everything and

taking our family to live in a Buddhist monastery remained a distant dream, something that

might happen someday.Until the Cheerio Epiphany.But where in the Himalaya should we go?

And how on earth could we arrange for our family to stay at a monastery?Christine and I were

both drawn to Bhutan, a nation widely recognized for its policy of placing gross national

happiness ahead of gross domestic product. I’d visited the reclusive country years earlier on a

photography assignment and found myself enchanted by the gentle people and their firmly held

traditions. But situated on the southern flanks of the Himalaya, Bhutan catches the brunt of the

monsoon. My interest waned upon learning of thick forests that would limit opportunities for

trekking and exploration. Stories of rampant leeches were enough to dissuade Christine.Next

we turned our eyes to Tibet, the fountainhead of Himalayan Buddhism. Following China’s

invasion some fifty years earlier, travel remained tightly regulated and foreigners required a

government-assigned guide to stray anywhere beyond the capital of Lhasa. It was clear our

family would never be permitted to live freely in a monastery.We considered India’s colorful hill

stations of Sikkim and Darjeeling, and Nepal’s ancient enclaves of Mustang and Dolpo, but

nothing seemed quite right.Then an old friend with decades of Himalayan mountaineering

experience suggested Ladakh. The normally taciturn man described in reverential tones the

ancient culture and warm-hearted residents. “Ladakhis might even outstrip Sherpas in terms of

pure, genuine friendliness,” he gushed. “They are 9.5 on a scale of 10. Seriously. You gotta

go.”It was high praise for a land and people I knew nothing about.Ladakh—or La dags in

Tibetan, meaning “land of the high passes”—is perched in the outermost reaches of northern

India, on the very edge of the Tibetan plateau, shoehorned between the disputed borders of

Pakistan and China. It is a severe and forbidding landscape of crumbling mountains, relentless



wind and cruel sun—a high-altitude desert tucked in the rain shadow of the Himalaya.Once a

remote backwater on caravan routes criss-crossing Central Asia, Ladakh was closed to foreign

tourists in 1947, following the partition of India and Pakistan, and only partially reopened in

1974.A pair of hastily completed military highways brought the first whispers of change to the

region. The first road, running east–west, connected the Ladakhi capital of Leh with the

Kashmiri capital of Srinagar. It was carved out in 1963, following the discovery that Chinese

forces had slipped across the murky borders a decade earlier and constructed infrastructure

on Indian soil without detection, an act symbolic of how vast and unpeopled the western

Himalaya remained. A second road was constructed in the 1980s, running north–south from

Leh to Manali, allowing for the hasty transport of Indian troops and weaponry toward sensitive

frontiers.With the roads came the ineluctable creep of modernity—loss of traditions and

erosion of social cohesion. Heaviest hit was the capital city, Leh, which now sees over a million

tourists every year.But vast swaths of central Ladakh remain beyond the reach of roadside

Coke stands and smoke-belching trucks, and it was while studying maps that I first spotted

Zanskar. For centuries this remote valley—tucked between the Great Himalaya and Zanskar

Ranges—remained notoriously hard to access, and even today, continues to exist in relative

isolation.III Home to some fifteen thousand souls, sprinkled between forty hamlets and a dozen

monasteries, the ancient agrarian society has endured nearly unchanged for millennia.By

coincidence, friends from Kimberley had recently returned from trekking in the region. Caught

by a freak blizzard while on the trail, they’d sought refuge at Karsha Gompa, the largest

Buddhist monastery in Zanskar.IV The Head Lama took the pair in, offering lodging and

copious amounts of tea in exchange for a week of roof shovelling.V“Oh, he’d love your family to

visit,” our friends promised.But with no phones or Internet at the monastery, how could we ask?

Eventually we tracked down the lama’s nephew, a student in southern India, and inquired if our

family might visit his uncle, perhaps stay for a few months and teach English.Weeks later we

received his cryptic reply: Most generously. Problems are none.And then there is the TV crew

to explain.In the years before Bodi was born, Christine returned to university, completing first a

master’s degree in counseling psychology, and later a doctorate. She defended her dissertation

with Taj in her womb. She saw occasional clients in a private practice, but the vast majority of

her energy was devoted to raising our boys—a shared decision I supported

wholeheartedly.Which meant my erratic income was responsible for feeding four hungry

mouths. So I pursued every opportunity, saying yes to anything, no matter how unqualified I

was, confident the details could be sorted out later. For years, I had been in touch with an

ambitious young Australian television producer, tossing around ideas for an adventure-based

television series. Nothing ever seemed to fit, but nonetheless, we stayed in contact.Shortly

after we started planning our journey, Wes called and I apologetically explained I’d be away for

the remainder of the year, travelling to the Himalaya with my family, where we’d live amidst

Buddhist monks in a remote monastery. I promised to give him a shout as soon as I returned to

talk about other television ideas. There was a long pause on the line.“Hold on, mate. Maybe

that’s it? The ultimate family relocation!”After drafting a hasty proposal, Wes circulated it

among Los Angeles television executives. Having seen television pitches fail before, I

dismissed the possibility as outlandish and carried on with preparations—vaccinating our

children, applying for visas, packing and repacking the lightest of gear.Late one night, just

months before departure, the phone rang. It was Wes.“Better sit down, big guy. Travel Channel

loves the idea. I think we are going to get the green light.”I sensed a world of opportunity

opening before us, never pausing to consider the imposition of such a production on our family.

Christine was lukewarm to the idea, worried the crew would destroy the very peace we sought.



I suggested our family could still disconnect from screens and connect to each other—even

while being filmed. Most importantly, Wes had promised we’d be left in peace upon reaching

the monastery.Ultimately, as is often the case, money was the deciding factor. Production fees

could pay the bills in our absence. So with a mix of trepidation, excitement and some

reluctance, we said yes.Hoping to avoid an overproduced reality show, I suggested we engage

just a single camera operator, embedded within our “travelling family,” allowing us to capture a

gritty, authentic vision of the experience.“Sorry mate, but the network has a different vision,”

Wes explained. “They’re after something cinematic. There’s gonna be a crew of sixteen,

minimum. There’s even a budget for helicopters. It’s gonna be epic, mate. Epic!”For the first

time, I sensed we might be in over our heads.The Hanjin Ottawa followed a great polar arc on

its journey across the Pacific, tracing the same straight-line routes flown by aircraft, northward

past Alaska and the Aleutian chain, across steely grey Arctic waters, then south down Russia’s

Kamchatka Peninsula, toward the busy ports of Asia. There were thirty-two souls aboard: eight

German officers, sixteen Filipino deckhands, four television crew and our family. Together we

faced two enormities: ocean and time.Time was tamed by a strict schedule.Breakfast was

served at 7:30 sharp, then morning tea at 10:00, lunch at 12:00, afternoon tea at 15:30 and

finally supper at 17:30. Officers ate European food in one mess while the deckhands were

served Asian food in another, and we took turns visiting both. Bodi, a stickler for punctuality,

thrived under this rigid marine protocol.I could have happily passed the rest of the days

reclining on deck chairs, watching the ever-changing colors and moods of the ocean. But that

wasn’t going to work with two boys who required constant attention, so we developed our own

strict family routine as well.Each and every day after breakfast, we donned life jackets and

walked the perimeter of the ship together, a trek of more than a kilometer, always pausing to

play hide-and-seek on the expansive bow. Afterward, we visited the karaoke room, where off-

duty Filipinos cheered wildly as Bodi belted out K-pop anthems. Following lunch, we read

stories to the boys. Then, as the pair drew in their journals, Christine and I spelled each other

off for an hour of physical exercise, running laps of the ship or visiting a small gymnasium with

weights, a punching bag and table tennis.The ship’s swimming pool was empty—sea water in

northern latitudes is unconscionably cold—but the sauna worked and we visited it regularly. A

small theatre held VHS movies from the 1980s. Library shelves were heavy with nautical

tomes. Wine and beer were available in the commissary, to which Klugscheisser held the only

key.Days before leaving home, we had purchased our family’s first iPad. It was a concession,

aimed at helping our boys pass the interminable hours aboard trains, buses and cars.

Optimistically, we’d loaded it with educational games designed to improve math, spelling, social

skills and eye contact, but within days, members of the television crew had exposed our boys

to more nefarious possibilities: Fruit Ninja, Cartoon Wars, Plants vs. Zombies. Resistance

proved futile.The temptation on the Hanjin, with endless hours to fill, was to start using the

tablet as some type of pediatric travel sedative, but driven by a mix of guilt and principle,

Christine and I maintained our half-hour daily rations of screen time. This didn’t prevent our two

young negotiators from hammering us relentlessly in a quest for longer quotas, and soon it

appeared their days were centered on the infernal device—an addiction eerily reminiscent of

my own relationship to my smartphone.After a week at sea, a pig was skewered on a piece of

rebar, stuffed with lemongrass, then roasted above a bed of charcoal. Deckhands took shifts

rotating the browning animal by hand.“I am so happy for the pig we are going to eat,” Taj

clapped as he watched.That evening, colorful lights were strung across an upper deck,

alongside flags representing every nationality aboard the Hanjin: Filipino, Polish, German,

Czech and Canadian. Klugscheisser made the first ceremonial cut, and then dinner was



served. Crates of San Miguel Beer appeared and house music thumped from tinny speakers.

Our boys danced without restraint, encouraged by the cheers of the ship’s crew.Despite such

joys, I remained constantly aware that we were interlopers in an industrial environment. Grease-

covered wrenches the size of horses’ legs hung in rows outside the engine room. Massive

shipping containers groaned with each pitch of the ship. Steam hissed from hidden vents,

heavy doors slammed, and through it all skipped our velvety boys.The deck railings caused

Christine and me the most dread, for they were all that stood between our boys and oblivion.

Widely spaced and designed to prevent a full-grown man from pitching overboard, it appeared

Bodi or Taj could easily slip through these barriers. And if they did—like tripping in front of a

train—there would be no chance of survival.“It can never happen,” Klugscheisser replied when

I asked if he’d witnessed anyone going overboard during his decades at sea.The Hanjin

Ottawa cruised at twenty-one knots (thirty-eight kilometers per hour), he explained, and

required nine minutes to slow down and turn around. By that time, a full-sized life raft would

disappear from view. A person floating in the frigid waters of the North Pacific would be lost

forever.So we insisted the boys don life jackets each and every time they passed through the

storm-safe doors leading to outer decks—not so much for flotation as for the grab-loops on the

collars, which Christine and I never let from our grasp.After twelve days at sea, a gale blew up

and the volcanic summits of Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula wobbled on the horizon. Biting

winds sent foam tumbling across black waters. Containers strained against lashings. Buckles

screamed in protest. Flocks of shearwaters and petrels took shelter in the lee of the

superstructure. In the mess hall, a wall calendar swung to and fro like a pendulum.A piercing

siren indicated an abandon-ship drill that afternoon, and we hurried to join the crew on a rain-

swept deck, at the muster station. The first mate barked a roll call. Thirty-one of thirty-two souls

replied “aye.” Only Klugscheisser was absent. In marine tradition, he remained on the bridge.

He would be the last to leave the ship in case of a disaster—if at all.Then the first mate

unlocked an orange survival pod (no larger than a rowboat) and everyone piled aboard. Bodi

went first, complaining bitterly that it smelled stale inside. Taj followed, wide-eyed. The last

thing I saw as I ducked inside was the Hanjin’s call sign stencilled on the roof, conveying an

ironically misspelled message: DANM.That evening Klugscheisser appeared at our cabin door.

He looked tired, and instructed us to sleep sideways on the double beds. “That way you won’t

fall out if the ship pitches hard.”As I lay in darkness, listening to Taj’s delicate snores while the

storm shrieked outside, I wondered if the captain knew something we didn’t.Hanjin’s

gargantuan anchor chain peeling from the windlass woke me. Peering from our portal, I

discovered perfectly calm seas. Nearby, a grassy headland rose from black waters. Green!

After two weeks of nothing but blue and grey, the color hit me like an electric shock, bringing

unexpected joy. Life, again.A late-night radio call had diverted us to Nakhodka, Russia, where

fuel was wildly discounted. As customs officers boarded the ship, Klugscheisser warned me to

hide any valuables, and I stashed a stack of Ben Franklins behind pipes in our cabin roof.

(We’d brought four thousand US dollars in cash to see us through our time in Zanskar, a land

beyond ATMs.) International maritime agreements waive visa requirements for a ship’s crew

while in port. But our family and television crew, lacking Russian visas, were taken ashore in a

tugboat, fingerprinted and fined six hundred dollars. Three days later, her belly full again, the

Hanjin chugged back into the endless blue.On the seventeenth day, we plowed into the steamy

air of Asia. Peeling off puffy jackets, we replaced them with shorts and T-shirts. An egret

appeared, winging its way majestically toward us, landing with a squawk on the

superstructure.By nightfall, the spectral orange lights of modern Korea burned on the horizon,

like a wildfire out of control.I. A more literal translation is “smart ass.”II. Whether Buddhism is a



religion or philosophy remains a matter of ongoing debate, with convincing arguments on both

sides. But the nontheistic tradition—without god or supreme creator—refuses to fit neatly in

either category.III. In 1976 a dirt track was constructed over the Pensi La pass, bringing the first

whispers of modernity and waves of curious tourists. But lying near the Pakistan border, the

track is difficult to access and closed for six months of every year by snow.IV. Gom is Tibetan

for “meditation,” and gompa refers to a place of meditation. Today the term is widely used by

travellers to imply any Buddhist monastery, but it more precisely refers to a fortified Buddhist

compound.V. The terms “monk” and “lama” are used without distinction in Zanskar—and in this

work—although subtle differences do exist. A monk is one who practices religious asceticism

while a lama, meaning “guru” in Sanskrit, is a Buddhist teacher of advanced spiritual

attainment.2THE LITTLE PROFESSORThe Hanjin Ottawa made landfall after midnight at

Busan, South Korea. Dawn revealed an army of spider-like cranes, plucking containers from

the ship and dropping them atop lines of waiting trucks. Lights flashed and alarms shrieked, but

there wasn’t a living soul in sight. Like all great ports, what was once a hive of opium dens,

bordellos, mercenaries and markets had become an industrial wasteland, sanitized by the

advent of mass container transport.After eating a final breakfast of eggs and sausage alone in

the mess, we found the entire crew gathered on deck waiting to bid us farewell. Even the

mechanics had emerged from the ship’s belly, where the engine was being readied for passage

to Shanghai. Klugscheisser escorted us down the gangplank, pulling us into an embrace, his

eyes growing misty.Then we stepped into Asia.Wes and the rest of the television crew were

waiting for us on the wharf, wearing hard hats and hi-vis vests. After hugs and high-fives,

Christine and I submitted to a round of on-camera interviews. At Wes’s urging, Bodi and Taj

said a few cute things. Beyond Immigration, a taxi carried us toward a homestay arranged from

Canada months earlier.A hotel or hostel would have undoubtedly been easier, but such

amenities are increasingly shaped by Western preferences. When we travel, Christine and I

tend to seek differences, and we wanted to instill the same in our boys—the habit of adapting

to the unfamiliar, rather than instinctively bending the unfamiliar toward ourselves.Outside the

cab windows we glimpsed a world of cement, plastic and glass, lit by neon and peopled by a

citizenry glued to smartphones and selfie sticks. Rows of relentlessly uniform apartments

sprouted from green hillsides like mushrooms. In the space of a generation, South Korea has

risen from the ashes of a devastating civil war to become an economic powerhouse.Caught in

snarled traffic, we were at a standstill in the middle of a seven-kilometer-long suspension

bridge when Bodi announced he had to go pee— immediately! He couldn’t wait an instant.

Christine looked at me, shrugged, and then handed him her water bottle. Tinkling followed, and

the tang of urine filled the minivan. Our driver looked appalled and opened his window, but said

nothing.A cherubic teenage girl waited for us outside a soaring waterfront apartment, wearing

a cardigan, despite crushing humidity, and Hello Kitty tennis shoes.“Hello, family,” Kim Na

Young cooed, bowing low.“Ann yeong haseyo,” Taj replied (with prompting from Christine),

which means hello, or more literally, “Are you peaceful?”Aboard the container ship, we’d taught

both boys the essential Korean greetings, and now Kim Na Young blushed.A silent elevator

whisked our family and the television crew to the forty-fifth floor, where Kim lived with her

middle-aged parents, Sunny and Nikki. Sunny was a professional windsurfer, and Nikki an

investment broker. Kim explained her father had left work early to meet with us, a practice

known as kal toe—“knife office”—and viewed with disdain in a country where sixty-hour work

weeks remain common.After dropping our duffels in a barren hardwood room beside sleeping

mats and shelves crowded with porcelain cats, the family prepared a traditional lunch of seared

beef, lotus roots and fiery kimchi.Later they accompanied us to nearby Haeundae Beach, all



wearing sunglasses the size of drink coasters. The heat was overwhelming, and our boys

stripped to their underwear while Christine and I rolled up our pants, frolicking in breaking

waves along with throngs of giddy locals. Amid the frivolity, I heard what I thought was a

mosquito, but realized was a drone from the television crew, buzzing just feet over our

heads.We’d grown accustomed to the crew’s presence, and despite how awful it probably

sounds, being filmed from dawn to dusk was proving less intrusive than I’d feared. In some

ways, it felt like we’d embarked on a (well-documented) road trip with a bunch of college kids—

and our children.Even Bodi, who finds the company of strangers vexing, had grown accepting

of the crew. But that didn’t mean he made their lives easy. He routinely turned his back on the

cameras. And if a producer asked him to repeat a line, he would refuse to do so, fuming that he

had already said it. Whenever the microphone battery pack clipped to his waist grew hot, as

they were prone to do, he’d rip it off and toss it aside, leaving the audio technician frantically

scrambling to retrieve the thousand-dollar piece of equipment. But Bodi was never once angry

at the crew members themselves, for in him I have glimpsed the rarest of all human qualities: a

complete absence of malice.At a pungent market, we watched as eels were skinned alive,

touched the sandpapery skin of sharks and held gelatinous sea cucumbers. Bodi and Taj

sampled fried moth larvae, a roadside snack that smelled like musty gym socks and tasted no

better, popular with drunken men. Later, Bodi paused before a display of beaded bracelets and

quietly asked Christine if he could buy a pink one.“Of course,” she replied.But we had no

Korean cash, and a nearby ATM rejected my Canadian bank card. I tried five more bank

machines without luck. By the time I returned, empty-handed, tears were cascading down

Bodi’s cheeks. Soon he was thrashing about on the sidewalk, gasping for breath. As Christine

comforted our distraught son, I instinctively tried to block the view of the hovering television

cameras.The situation was soon resolved. Sunny lent us two thousand won (around two dollars

US) and we bought the pink bracelet. Bodi rubbed his reddened eyes, and the emotional storm

receded. Eventually I found a bank machine that accepted my card, spitting out a wad as thick

as a paperback. But as we were swept on by rush-hour crowds, toward a bulgogi barbecue

dinner, I found myself again agonizing over a decision Christine and I had made months

earlier.Christine went into labour on a midwinter night. Our first child was two weeks overdue,

and the midwife had planned to induce birth the next morning with a foul-smelling concoction

of castor oil and lemon verbena. But for a Prairie girl raised in small-town arenas, the

excitement of Hockey Night in Canada was enough.The first contractions began during the

third period, and by midnight, it was clear this was no false alarm. We set off for the hospital in

neighbouring Cranbrook, and as our rusty Toyota raced through darkness, snowflakes

streaking toward the windshield made it appear as if we were travelling at light speed to a

distant galaxy. In some senses, maybe we were.Eighteen hazy hours later, amid screams and

body-wracking exertion, the dilation of Christine’s cervix remained stubbornly stalled at eight

centimeters. Eventually the midwife and obstetrician agreed: the huge baby inside Christine

was not going to pass through her narrow hips.“You need a Caesarean,” the obstetrician

explained. “Right now. OK?”Christine gazed at me, her muscular body exhausted, hair matted.

She was beyond deciding. We had discussed a “birth plan” beforehand, both agreeing that the

only thing that mattered was a healthy baby. The manner in which our child entered the world

was not important. Still, I hesitated. The doctor glanced at me over his eyeglasses and waited.I

nodded. Immediately the room was bustling with activity. An anesthesiologist, whose meaty

hands looked more like a mechanic’s than a surgeon’s, deftly slipped an epidural into

Christine’s spine. Then she was wheeled to the operating room, where the shocking physical

process unfolded out of her sight, beyond a hanging sheet.“Have they started yet?” Christine



asked weakly.“Just getting going,” I lied as a team of doctors used fists and forearms to press

on her distended belly, as if popping a gigantic zit. For an eternity, nothing happened. Then a

tiny head burst out, dark hair glistening, eyes staring directly at me. The room was silent, apart

from the ticking of a wall clock. Then a scream shattered the universe.Shoulders followed, and

the entire glistening body slipped out like a foal.“It’s a boy!” someone yelled. “A healthy

boy.”Behind the sheet, tears streamed from Christine’s reddened eyes.That first year passed in

a haze of cotton onesies, milky skin, curious blue eyes, wonderment and love. And exhaustion.

And stretches of boredom.Neighbors and friends had long encouraged us to procreate. You’ll

be such wonderful parents. A child brings joy and love like you’ve never known. Now they were

suddenly singing from a different song sheet. A full night’s sleep? A quiet dinner? Sex?

Bahahah! At times, I wondered if those bastards had simply been seeking company for their

misery.Our lives had been seismically altered, and along the way, Christine and I discovered

that parental life does not entirely resemble the broadly marketed myth of soft blankets, cooing

babies and unicorns. Yet despite such challenges, those early years felt normal to both of us,

and everything appeared to be progressing the way it was meant to—until the age of two and a

half, when Bodi abruptly began displaying both unusual behaviors and extraordinary

abilities.While his peers watched cartoons, he perused Lego instructions online, scanning

schematic diagrams for models he didn’t even own. At other times, he sat alone and lined up

toy trains, perfectly straight, over and over. Sensitive to sounds, he screamed whenever the

freezer drawer squeaked open. Sensitive to touch, he refused to wear shorts or short-sleeved

shirts, and insisted Christine tear every tag from his clothing. He wore a specific shirt for every

day of the week (“my Monday shirt”) and vehemently refused all others. Christine began cutting

his sandwiches in half; he begged her to stop. When she asked why, he explained between

sobs that he couldn’t decide which half to eat first.At the local supermarket, Bodi memorized

the grams of sugar per serving for every cereal in stock, a habit he picked up from Christine,

who checks such statistics fastidiously. When he spotted a woman dropping a box of Sugar-

Crisp into her cart, young Bodi accosted her.“That has seventeen grams of sugar!” he shouted.

“It’s no good for you!”The confused woman shuffled off, leaving our son in hysterics.“Why did

she take it, Mom? Why?” he screamed. “I told her it was bad.”The tiniest transgression was

capable of triggering a tantrum: arranging apple slices the wrong way, putting a book on a

different shelf, pausing to chat with a friend on the street. Our days became a cacophony of

tears. Bodi cried before breakfast, during breakfast, on the way to preschool and on the way

home, while shopping, during dinner and as he drifted to sleep. He even sobbed in his sleep,

haunting screams that brought us sprinting to find him bolt upright, drenched in sweat, clawing

at the darkness.Neither firmness nor compassion seemed capable of corralling his tears.

Ignoring the outbursts only made the situation worse, and we felt increasingly powerless. At

malls and supermarkets, Christine and I shrank from withering glances. Control your child.I’d

always blithely assumed I’d be a great dad, fun to hang out with, full of wit and wisdom, and

able to cheer up my kids on even the greyest of days. But if those first years were any

indication, it seemed I’d grossly overestimated my aptitude.Worst of all, Christine and I were

both plagued by a vague sense that Bodi was drifting away from us. Whenever we nestled

beside him, on a sofa or bed, he would shuffle away, insistent on maintaining a space between

our bodies. If I stooped to kiss him, he would look aside. When I held out my arms for a hug, he

turned his back and then slowly inched toward me in reverse, as if my love were a spotlight too

blinding to endure head-on.Such signs and symptoms are so classic—so “textbook”—that if

there is someone in your life facing similar challenges, you already know what is going on.

Otherwise, the behavior probably appears to you just as disconcerting and mysterious as it did



to Christine and me.From the outside, I suspect we appeared happy. We had a healthy boy,

lived within a supportive community, were blessed with a network of wonderful friends. We both

remained physically active, jogging with Bodi in a stroller and cross-country skiing with him in a

backpack. During the evenings, Christine continued to pursue her academic studies. I’d been

recently cast to host an adventure television series for CBC and was writing for increasingly

prestigious publications. Everything, it seemed, was on the upswing.But behind closed doors,

we were drowning. Taking Bodi to any type of social function was torturous. At backyard

barbecues and neighborhood dinners, while the other little children ran in packs, our tearful

son clung to our knees, demanding to return home.“Never again,” Christine sobbed after

attending a neighbor’s birthday party. “Why do I always fool myself into thinking it’s going to be

better the next time?”Having lost the capacity to deal with any social interaction, we stayed

home, where every bleary-eyed day felt like an eternity, stretching from morning coffee to ever-

more-copious glasses of evening wine. Along the way, Christine and I bickered, fought, grew

depressed, went to counselling and then fought some more.Our parental instincts clashed.

Christine’s impulse was to smother our child with love, regardless of his behavior, while mine

was to respond to Bodi’s outbursts with firmness. Neither approach worked, and as our

frustration grew, I lashed out in anger, at times leaving the entire family in tears. We took a

parenting course together—not a very romantic way to spend our first evenings alone since

Bodi’s birth—but it didn’t help.Early parenthood is supposed to stand among the happiest times

of life, yet as we slipped deeper into despair, an unsettling divide existed between how I

thought I should feel, and what I actually felt. For that, I was beset with guilt, sorrow and, at

times, resentment.One beacon remained in our lives. Christine and I always cherished our

wilderness journeys together. So when Bodi arrived, we just kept going—and packed him

along.Looking back, I’ll admit I was driven at least in part by a desire to prove the naysayers

wrong, to show that our adventurous lifestyle was not doomed to evaporate with the arrival of

children. Yes, safety was our foremost concern, and yes, we modified our ambitions, but

without question we stretched the boundaries of what is considered “normal.”When Bodi was

just three months old, we packed him up into the alpine spires of Canada’s Bugaboos. Soon

after, he spent a month camping on the windswept coast of Vancouver Island. At seven

months, he was sea kayaking in Argentina. At eight months, we trekked through the Torres del

Paine in southern Chile with our infant bouncing on our backs. By the time he was eighteen

months old, Bodi had spent a quarter of his life in a tent.To those who questioned our choices,

I trotted out the standard arguments about the intrinsic value of fresh air, the wonder of

sleeping under the stars, the improved immunity that comes with ingesting a bit of dirt, but in

retrospect, the real reason we planned such long, challenging journeys—and took Bodi along—

was selfish: the wilderness was the only salve we knew.Whatever our initial motivations, it

quickly became clear that such escapes provided immense benefits to our family. Unplugging

from busy lives allowed Christine and me to connect with Bodi (and each other) in ways we

could never replicate at home. On these journeys, I glimpsed again the woman I’d fallen in love

with: confident, secure, happy. And I’d like to think she recognized the same in me. Most

notably, such journeys calmed our anxious son, perhaps because of the simple daily routine;

rise with the sun, break camp, move, set camp, sleep packed together in a tent, repeat.So we

continued, cycling in France, hiking in Wales, sea kayaking along Canada’s West Coast,

canoeing in Canyonlands National Park, even goat packing for one hundred miles across

Utah’s Uintas Mountains.The arrival of Taj didn’t slow us. When the tiny boy was just eight

months old—and heroic Christine still breastfeeding—we flew to Georgia (the country, not the

state), bought a pair of pack horses and spent sixty days trekking the length of the Caucasus



Mountains, skirting a war zone while surviving on the yogurt, honey and bread offered by

passing shepherds. Perhaps because of the length and challenge of that journey, it was

particularly impactful; for an entire year after returning home, I enjoyed a previously unknown

depth when gazing into my boys’ eyes.But such glories fade, and old habits return. I bought an

iPhone. Opened a Facebook account. Joined Twitter. Bodi began sleeping less and tantruming

more. We sunk deeper beneath the surface.At some point in that whirlwind I started referring to

Bodi as the “stress beaver.”It was an epithet borrowed from my days of Northern river rafting,

and Christine hated it. In the high Arctic, day after day of remorseless winds can gnaw on a

guide’s nerves. Gusts blow rafts helter-skelter across the river. In camp, tents are sent tumbling

and hats are torn from heads. Fires become a struggle to light. Sand and grit infiltrate every

meal. Plates and cutlery are tossed from serving tables. At night, tents flap incessantly and

sleep proves elusive. After just a few days, the entire crew is shattered, gnawed to the bone by

the “stress beaver.”Like these Arctic gales, Bodi seemed to unintentionally make even the

simplest daily tasks more challenging. He struggled to settle at night, rose long before dawn

and only seemed to sleep soundly if we needed him awake. He was never hungry at

mealtimes, but famished to the point of tears whenever food was unavailable. He refused to

wear hats in the winter or short sleeves in the summer. The list goes on and on, and viewed

individually, such issues appear trivial—it feels embarrassing even to mention them—but in

concert they had become overwhelming, and although we were loath to admit it, something

didn’t feel right.When Christine shared such concerns with doctors, she unfailingly received the

same response: “You are an over-anxious mother. Bodi is fine. Stop worrying.”For years we

accepted this advice and plodded along. But suddenly Taj gave us a new yardstick. While the

tiny boy brought many things to our life—a mischievous, stubborn spirit with an infectious laugh

—he was also the unmistakable embodiment of neurotypical, though we didn’t know the word

yet. When we gazed into his eyes, he gazed back. Rather than avoiding physical contact, he

sought it. He said hello and goodbye to strangers without prompting. He didn’t writhe on the

floor at the mention of leaving the house. Day in and day out, Taj required just a fraction of the

parenting energy that Bodi demanded, and his presence made it irrevocably clearer that

something was “different” with Bodi.Absorbed with work, I remained blithely optimistic that

somehow, someday, everything would work out. But Christine would not be swayed, and driven

by the seismic forces of motherhood, she took matters into her own hands: scouring the

internet, calling university colleagues, and poring through academic texts. Gradually, a theory

began to form. To test her suspicions, Christine slipped from her chair one day at lunch and

crawled beneath the kitchen table, even as Bodi talked to her. When he didn’t pause or ask

what she was doing, she knew.
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TMM, “Finding balance and connection on an incredible family adventure!. I just finished

reading this new book by Bruce Kirkby. It was an astonishingly beautiful read. As someone who

loved the Travel Channel show about Bruce’s family globetrotting expedition, this was a long

awaited book for me. This book served as a true insight to his family’s journey. I was pleased to

see that about two thirds of the book delved into the family’s life at the monastery in the

Zanskar valley and the journey home which the show never covered. To me, this book read

like a love letter; to his family, the valley in which they stayed, and the ancient way of life. Love

isn’t always pretty or easy or perfect but it leaves an indelible mark that will forever change you.

This book offers the reader a step away from the crushing pace of modern living. It is a

moment of stillness, clarity and needed perspective on the what is meaningful in life.”

Z. Cohen, “A chance to experience a distant world!!. I have been waiting for this book since I

first watched the TV series, "Our Big Crazy Family Adventure". I fell in love with the entire

family and was so curious about the time spent with the Lamas of Zanskar Valley. I was so

excited to find that Blue Sky Kingdom is primarily a story of the time when the TV cameras left.

I continued to love the Kirkby family, but now I added in the Lamas, the students, and the whole

region. It was the perfect escape from my busy, connected life! If you want to be transported to

a beautiful country with beautiful people, this is the book for you!”

Ebook Topsfan, “Fabulous story about an awesome adventure!. I loved the Big Crazy Family

movie but was sorry we didn’t learn more about their time at the monastery. I knew a book was

in the works, and as soon as it had a release date, I preordered .The book was fabulous, so

much information on a part of the World I knew nothing about. I loved reading about the boys’

reactions to daily life at the monastery and how the whole adventure changed them all.”

Max, “Great read.. Sometimes a journey is more about what you learn about yourself then the

trip it's self. From the start of the story you know that the family will return home to Canada it

still breaks your heart when they leave India and the friends that they leave behind.”

Maria L, “Beautiful story. Wonderful, well told story. Many valuable lessons to be learned in this

tale from a family’s adventure to the other side of the world. I thoroughly enjoyed it.”

J. Peyton, “Heartwarming and fascinating...a great read.. This book paints a fascinating portrait

of the people of the Himalayas and of a wonderfully adventurous family. Told with humility and



self-awareness, this book tells a story that makes a mark on each reader.”

Luanne Ollivier, “Excellent. I've been an armchair traveller for many years, even more so in

these uncertain times. I'm in awe of those who make it a life goal to see the world. Bruce Kirkby

- and his family - most definitely fall into that adventurous category.In 2014, Bruce, his wife

Christine and their sons Bodi (7) and Taj (3) set off on an amazing six month journey with living

in a remote Buddhist monastery high in the Himalayas as a goal and destination. Why, you

ask? "One morning at breakfast, while gawking at his phone and feeling increasingly

disconnected from family and everything else of importance in his world, it strikes writer Bruce

Kirkby: this isn't how he wants to live."That revelation and subsequent journey are chronicled in

the newly released Blue Sky Kingdom: An Epic Family Journey to the Heart of the Himalaya.I

know I myself have questioned the time and attention I've given to being online. And I can say

from personal experience, it is very freeing to turn things off and just see what is around you,

and find the simple pleasures in life again. I was quite eager to read the Kirkby family's

experience.Bruce and Christine chose to slow travel, eschewing airplane travel to stick the goal

of slowing things down. Instead they travelled by ship, bus, riverboat, train and by foot. This

choice allowed the family to meet local people and experience new cultures, food, and more.

Juxtaposing that is the camera crew that followed the family on their journey to the Karsha

Gompa monastery. The Travel Channel sent along a crew to film the series Big Crazy Family

Adventure. Kirkby does include the interactions with the crew only as it impacts the path

forward.I found the details Kirkby includes about the culture and customs of the countries they

cross on the way to Karsha Gompa - South Korea, China, India and Nepal engrossing. What

always fascinates me is the people met along the way. The arrival at the monastery ended the

film crew presence. For the next three months it was only the four of them. Given a choice to

live with a retired Lama or in a guest house, they choose to live authentically. They become

part of the everyday life of Karsha Gompa - going to prayer every morning, teaching English to

novice monks in the afternoon, letting the boys explore and play and more. But my favourite

part of the book was meeting Lama Wangyal and the other monks, novices and village

residents. Being allowed into their lives, their faith, their friendship, their hopes and their

struggles through Kirkby's rich writing.I admit to having limited knowledge of Buddhism. Kirkby

provides much information in the pages before arrival and more as the family becomes part of

the tapestry that is Karsha Gompa. Scattered throughout the book are detailed drawings by

seven year old Bodi, a very talented artist. And there are full color photos of people and places

along the way.Before the family left Canada, Bodi was diagnosed as having Autism Spectrum

Disorder. Bruce lets us see how Bodi reacts and interacts throughout this adventure, along with

the challenges this brings for Bodi and his parents. Just and Bruce and Christine were looking

for simplicity and connection, Bodi too achieves his own successes."And as the urgency of

modern life faded, time stretched out in a reassuring way. There was a serenity to our days, a

whisper of a half-remembered paradise."What saddened me is that the very things that the

Kirkbys were taking a break from are slowly but surely making their way into this valley.

Progress in the forms of roads, goods and yes, those infernal devices. The symbiotic

relationship between the peoples, their customs, their stewardship of the land and more is

being eroded by this progress.Kirkby is a talented writer - he easily captures his family's

journey along with the lives of those met along the way. And it's hard to not want to take away a

piece of the blue sky kingdom for yourself. Turn off the computer, go sit in the sun. Blue Sky

Kingdom was simply an excellent read. Bruce Kirkby is a talented raconteur.And the title? "A

Blue Sky metaphor is often employed in meditative teachings. When storms descend upon our



lives, as they inevitably do, we tend to focus on the clouds - problems conflict, anxiety, distress,

depression - forgetting that the blue sky is always there, but hidden from view, somewhere

above. Like an airplane breaking through the clouds, meditation is meant as a conduit to that

peace, accessible to anyone at any time. One breath in. One breath out."”

Ken Ballard, “Great writer, awesome adventure story, very touching and inspiring. As in the

past read of your outstanding books I found the adventure, thrill, excitement, ups and downs

through your writing Bruce. It is pure joy and warmed my soul - inspired, intriguing and I am

now more knowledgeable on this part of the world and Buddha :) I feel fortunate to have met

you many years ago, your writing has improved immensely (it was always good however you

paint such amazing pictures now within the story). This is such a heartfelt, honest and open

book. Such a presentation of fun, life, truly a stunning story You are so unique with a rainbow of

words. To have lived is to have read Blue Sky Freedom (felt a bit like I was there with you :) It

helped me to set my dreams higher and to make some important changes. You made every

page a painting - PURE ART.”

mantle536, “Beautiful.... An incredible story of one family’s journey, a journey of discovery and

connection. There is so much heart and wisdom to be found in these pages, and I think anyone

in our modern world would benefit from reading this. I was personally touched deeply by so

much of this narrative as a parent of a special needs child myself, anyone who has

experienced this will understand all the struggles and rewards that come along with that. So

few books are truly inspiring, this one is.”

David Malinowski, “True page turner.. I rarely get excited about a book but this one is a must

read! This book is next to impossible to put down.The Kirkby family took off on an epic journey

halfway around the world their way. Thanks to the writing talents of Bruce, we get to experience

a little bit of what they bravely endured. Blue Sky Kingdom is an amazing book filled with

emotions, education and life lessons. We get to learn 1st hand about the struggles and so

much joy that traveling outside the norm can bring, no matter the obstacles that may be in

play.  I’m so grateful that Bruce and his family shared their adventures with all of us!!”

Shelley, “Wonderful Travelogue. I love a great travelogue. This one, written by a fellow

Canadian, is wonderful. The story of a family's travel to and stay at a monastery in the

Himalayas gives you much to think about our societal quest for the next technological

development.”

Jeneane E Fast, “An inspiring book. This book was pure joy from start to finish. I have read

other books by this author and they always remind me of the importance of our relationship

with the land and nature. This was no exception. But it also highlighted the equally vital part of

what makes us human - community. In a time when we may feel more connected to our phones

than other people, this seemed especially poignant. Thanks Bruce!”

The book by Bruce Kirkby has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 77 people have provided feedback.
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